On 23rd March 2020, the UK entered into lockdown. This put
immense and immediate pressure on coaches/mentors,
athletes and young sportspeople in the PPS network. With the
closure of sporting venues, it meant self-employed coaches
had their income go to £0, athletes have had their training
interrupted and side jobs stopped and young people building a
career had their progress halted.
Over time there were support schemes made available, but
even for those eligible this wasn’t enough with the extra costs
of staying at home full time. The restrictions also put an
increased amount of pressure on mental health and concerns
for people who need sport to get the best out of themselves.

Four days after lockdown was announced PPS had:
Created an ‘Emergency Covid-19 Hardship Fund’, identified a group of
people in the PPS network and had made the first £25 weekly payment
– to help with purchasing food and essentials.
We ran the programme for an initial six weeks, and after a digital
Sports Quiz to create awareness and raise funds, we continued for an
additional two weeks supporting the most in need. We also organised
digital mentorship workshops to boost morale with inspirational
people like Olivier Giroud (Chelsea and France international) and Serge
Betsen (ex-international rugby player).

“I’m a basketball coach and not getting any income because of the
pandemic. The Fund has given me support to pay the bills I have to
pay and support my son. The support that you bring with PPS has
helped me keep things a float”.
“I am a 400m athlete without a regular income. Due to the funding I
am able to have a balance diet, stay healthy and maintain physical
fitness”.
“Workshop like the zoom session with Olivier Giroud has made me
understand that resilience is always needed even in your darkest
financial times”.
“I would like to say a massive thank you for the financial support you
have given me and also the inspiration from the workshops. It has
made a world of a difference and I am so grateful”.

With the second lockdown
announced through
November 2020, the
additional pressure was
back and so the Hardship
Fund returned to support a
further 22 people.

For lockdown 3.0 in January 2021 we updated the Hardship Fund…
and went further!
We asked those eligible to ‘give a little back’ by buying a food/drink
item and having a chat with somebody homeless or in need. We would
reimburse their costs, and pay them for their generosity. Through the
winter this would give some welcome comfort to many on the streets as
well as continuing to support those on the
PPS Emergency Covid-19 Hardship Fund
#GiveBackHelpOut

From the start of the Hardship Fund until the end we supported
52 people across 19 weeks. When we updated the Hardship
Fund, those eligible made 124 hands outs to people on the
street and gave away 372 food/drink items and
2,400 Gregory Tree fruit bars to people who were in an even
more difficult position than they were.
PPS also handed out 30 Alcatel tablets with
6 months of data from EE to those who needed access to
home schooling.
“Thank you to PPS for this opportunity. It’s such a great feeling to help people in need and to see the
happiness in their eyes! I really enjoyed these weeks helping people and it also helped me a lot with
extra income to get some necessities like food for my family and baby stuff like milk and diapers”.
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